Navurban™ is a contemporary take on decorative surfaces, offering a striking collection of environmentally preferable designs that feature the innovative surface technologies from Japan.

Navurban™’s unique finish delivers a 3D embossed surface texture with advanced performance characteristics. The embossing creates a tactile surface in a range of effects, including finely textured wood grains; smooth and dry finishes; cross grain or rough-sawn qualities; and heavily textured wood grains.

### APPLICATION

Navurban™ is suitable for any interior application where conventional veneers could be used, with the added advantage of being a finished product. Navurban™ has strength, durability and aesthetic appeal that make it a versatile material ideally suited for, kitchens, bathrooms, commercial fit outs and furniture.

### FABRICATION

Panel saws or table saws may be used to cut Navurban™. Routers for trimming edges must have a smooth, clean base plate, so that the surface will not be scratched. Use carbide-tipped bits with ball bearing guide rolls. Keep all bits sharp. Drilling into Navurban™ may be done with standard wood bits or with router bits. For a final edge finishing use a flat smooth or fine file.

### GRAIN DIRECTION

Navurban™ grain runs vertically along the length of the panel, with a select range also available with the grain running horizontal. Please refer to the Product Specification List for details.

### MAINTENANCE

Navurban™ surfaces are easy to clean using a cloth dampened with warm water and detergent, or a solution of 1 part methylated spirits to 20 parts water. In case of more resistant stains we recommend to using 100% methylated spirits or other light solvents. If in doubt about a particular cleaner or detergent, check with its manufacturer for the suitability.

We recommend you test on a small area or sample prior to applying to the surface. Avoid the use of acetone or trichloroethylene for cleaning purposes. Use of abrasive cleaners, powders, scouring pads, steel wool, sandpaper etc. can damage the finish and make the surface susceptible to staining.

Accidental spills or splatters from these harsh materials should be wiped off immediately, and the area cleaned thoroughly with a damp cloth. Examples of these materials are: Ceramic cooktop cleaners, tub and tile cleaners, chlorine bleach, oven cleaners, and harsh detergents.

For information regarding touch up and repairs please contact your local representative or call 415 800 3934.

### TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES

Navurban™ offers consistency in wood grain structure and tone across each panel, creating the ideal surface for large or small installations. The surface finish offers scratch and abrasion resistance, as well as UV, stain and water resistant; offering savings in fabrication costs and ease of installation.

Navurban™ is available as a finished panel on your substrate of choice, with matching ABS edging to complete the project.

### FEATURES & BENEFITS

The hard-wearing decorative surface is a Non PVC decorative sheet with advanced embossing and texture capabilities.

The benefits of Navurban™ include:
- Extensive range of designs
- Pre finished board
- Colour and grain consistency over a large number of sheets
- Matching ABS edging
- Scratch and abrasion resistance
- High levels UV resistance
- When recycled breaks down to Carbon Dioxide and Water
- Adhered to the substrate using low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) cross linking water–based EVA glue.

Please refer to the website for full details of Navurban™’s environmental credentials.

Navurban™ is produced in the USA to ensure the highest levels of quality and service, no matter how small or large your project.

### EDGING

Navurban™’s matching ABS edging range is available in 0.04”. The edging is also available in 0.86”, 1.5”, 1.77” and 2.13” widths to suit a wide range of panel thicknesses. ABS is a durable edging alternative that is ideal for high traffic areas and suitable for wet areas.

### TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Panel Sizes
- 4′ x 8′, 4′ x 10′ and 4′ x 12′

Please refer to the Product Specification List for details.

All boards are finished G2S on a E0 MDF as a standard. Made to Order boards will have a 10 work day lead time.

Please note: A 20% surcharge may apply for minimum orders. For more information on stocked items please contact your local representative or call 415 800 3934.

### GUARANTEE

Impression Veneers guarantees the intrinsic qualities of Navurban™. Discoloration due to exposure to sunlight and ultraviolet rays cannot be considered a material defect. In the event of any dispute, the guarantee and liability of Impression Veneers is limited to the replacement of any material shown to be defective.

Impression Veneers reserves the right to discontinue any designs or products without notice at any time.
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